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I. INTRODUCTION

1. The Center for Reproductive Rights and the International Reproductive and Sexual Health Law Programme, Faculty of Law, University of Toronto, submit these written comments pursuant to leave granted by the President of the Chamber in accordance with Rule 44 § 2 and § 4 of the Rules of the Court.

2. These comments address the regulation of abortion under international and comparative law, with a particular emphasis on the member states of the Council of Europe. These comments demonstrate that national law in Ireland is inconsistent with international and comparative standards on abortion regulation.

3. We respectfully submit that standards on abortion regulation under international human rights law and comparative law, in particular the laws of member states of the Council of Europe, should inform the interpretation of Article 2 (the right to life), Article 3 (freedom from torture, or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment), Article 8 (right to respect for private life) and Article 14 (right to non-discrimination in the enjoyment of protected rights and freedoms) under the European Convention for the following reasons.

   • The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (the Vienna Convention)\(^1\) expressly recognizes that the relevant rules of international law applicable in relations between the parties may inform the interpretation of treaty provisions.\(^2\) The interpretive principle of coherence suggests that the European Convention should be interpreted in a manner consistent with other regional and international instruments of human rights protection.\(^3\)

   • The margin of appreciation doctrine allows for different approaches in the application of the European Convention in different member States, and is applied in considering the proportionality of an interference with a Convention right. Under this doctrine, state authorities are, in principle, in a better position to decide on the measures necessary in a particular area.\(^4\) The scope of the margin of appreciation varies, however, according to a number of criteria, including the degree of consensus among member states. Where there is a substantial degree of consensus, the margin of appreciation is narrowed.\(^5\) There is a substantial consensus among Council of Europe member states on standards of abortion regulation necessary to balance the rights of pregnant women against state interests, such as protection morals and prenatal life. This consensus suggests a narrow margin of appreciation should be accorded to Ireland.

II. INTEREST OF THE INTERVENERS

4. The Center for Reproductive Rights ("Center") is a non-profit legal advocacy organization dedicated to defending and promoting women’s reproductive health and rights worldwide. The Center’s International Legal Program, in collaboration with human rights advocates around the world, documents violations of reproductive rights, monitors and comments on laws concerning reproductive health care, and advocates
before the United Nations and regional human rights fora, including the Council of Europe. The Center has previously served as a third party intervener in cases before the European Court of Human Rights, including *Vo v. France* (application no. 53924/00), *Tystaj v. Poland* (application no. 5410/03) and *D v. Ireland* (application no. 26499/02).

5. The *International Reproductive and Sexual Health Law Programme* ("Programme"), Faculty of Law, University of Toronto, is an academic programme dedicated to improving the legal protection and promotion of reproductive and sexual health. The Programme has particular expertise in the application of equality and non-discrimination rights in the regulation of reproductive health care. It has collaborated with government and international agencies, non-government organizations, and academic institutions to develop policies and scholarship on this subject. The *Programme* has acted as a third-party intervener in constitutional and human rights cases regarding abortion law and policy before domestic, regional and international tribunals.

III. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

6. National law in Ireland is inconsistent with standards on abortion regulation under international human rights law and comparative law, in particular the laws of member states of the Council of Europe, for the following reasons:

- The state denies lawful abortion where necessary to protect women’s physical and mental health
- The state pursues the interest in protection of prenatal interests through disproportionate means

IV. THE STATE DENIES LAWFUL ABORTION WHERE NECESSARY TO PROTECT WOMEN’S PHYSICAL AND MENTAL HEALTH

7. Ireland denies lawful abortion in cases where necessary to protect the health of the pregnant woman. This position is inconsistent with international and comparative law standards. These standards further recognize that the human rights of women require abortion be lawful where necessary to protect both physical and mental health.

A. International and Comparative Standards on Lawful Abortion where Necessary to Protect Health

International Standards

8. The United Nations Human Rights Treaty Monitoring Bodies interpret the human rights to life, health and non-discrimination, and the freedom from cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment, as requiring state parties to lawfully permit abortion where necessary to protect the woman’s health. These bodies have consistently advised state parties to amend national laws on abortion, which prohibit abortion without exception, or permit abortion only where necessary to protect the woman’s life.
9. The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CERC), which monitors state compliance with the *International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights* (ICESCR), has expressly advised state parties to permit or consider permitting abortion for therapeutic reasons.6

10. The Human Rights Committee (HRC), which monitors state compliance with the *International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights* (ICCPR), has expressed concern that national laws prohibit abortion in all cases, except where necessary to save the woman’s life. In *K.L. v. Peru*, the HRC reasoned that state failure to enable the applicant to benefit from a therapeutic abortion caused the depression and emotional distress she experienced, and thus constituted a violation of Article 7 (freedom from torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment).7 This finding did not depend on the lawfulness of therapeutic abortion. Article 7 under the ICCPR may therefore be interpreted as requiring a state guarantee of lawful abortion where necessary to protect the woman’s physical or mental health.

11. Under the *Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women* (CEDAW), the refusal of a state party “to provide legally for the performance of certain reproductive health services for women” is discrimination.8 Abortion where necessary to protect a woman’s health is by definition a health service. The right to non-discrimination thus requires a health-based exception as a measure “to eliminate discrimination against women in the field of health care in order to ensure, on a basis of equality of men and women, access to health care services.”9

12. The *Protocol on the Rights of Women in Africa* under the *African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights 1981* explicitly provides that “State Parties shall take all appropriate measures to . . . protect the reproductive rights of women by authorising medical abortion in cases . . . where the continued pregnancy endangers the mental and physical health of the mother . . .”10

**Comparative Standards**

13. Laws permitting abortion to protect health constitute the norm for member states of the Council of Europe.11 All but five (including Ireland) of the total forty-seven member states permit abortion both to save the life and to protect the health of the pregnant woman.12 Almost all of these member states also allow lawful abortion for broader socioeconomic reasons or upon request within gestational limits.13

14. In evaluating the constitutionality of national abortion laws, constitutional courts in Europe consistently recognize lawful abortion where necessary to protect women’s health as required by women’s rights to protection for physical and mental health and enjoyment of personal autonomy.14 Statutory recognition and judicial affirmation of health-based exceptions thus reflects an emphasis in Europe on the need to protect women’s basic human rights in state regulation of abortion. Approaches to abortion regulation
worldwide underscore women’s health as of central concern. Almost 75% of the world’s population lives in countries where abortion is permitted for health reasons.15

B. International and Comparative Standards do not Support any Rational Justification to Distinguish between Life and Health Protection in Abortion Regulation

15. Ireland is the only member state that permits lawful abortion to save the life but not protect the health of the pregnant woman.16 Andorra, Malta, Monaco, and San Marino prohibit abortion without any express exception.17

16. International and comparative law suggest a distinction between life and health, as drawn in the national law of Ireland, is unreasonable for two reasons:

- no formal hierarchy can be drawn between life and health as interests equally deserving of state protection

- practical distinctions between life and health protection cannot be meaningfully drawn in the clinical context.

Death may be a foreseeable outcome, depending on the individual woman and the constraints of the health system, of a health-related risk. An abortion necessary to protect the health of a woman may therefore be broadly understood as life-saving.

International Standards

17. The principle of indivisibility and interdependence, a basic principle in international human rights law, affirms there is no hierarchy of rights. Rights that protect life, health, non-discrimination and freedom from cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment are equal in status and importance. They are to be treated in a “fair and equal manner, on the same footing, and with the same emphasis.”18 For this reason, under international human rights law, it would be unreasonable for state parties to permit lawful abortion to protect women’s right to life, but not to protect women’s rights to health, non-discrimination, and freedom from cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment. The principle of indivisibility and interdependence is reflected in the HRC’s comments on health-related violations under numerous other articles of the ICCPR, including the rights to life, privacy and the right to be free from cruel, inhumane and degrading treatment, in the abortion context.19

18. International human rights law further reflects an understanding of life protection as practically indistinguishable from considerations of health protection in the abortion context. The HRC consistently references health protection in consideration of women’s right to life as applied to safe abortion.20 In 2004 Concluding Observations, the HRC reiterated concern about restrictive abortion laws in Poland, “which may incite women to seek unsafe, illegal abortions, with attendant risks to their life and health” under Article 6, the right to life.21 In 2005, the HRC noted that penal code in Mauritius “penalizes abortion even when the mother’s life is in danger, and thus may encourage women to
resort to unreliable and illegal abortion, with inherent risks for their life and health (Covenant, art. 6).”

Comparative Standards

19. All Council of Europe member states that permit lawful abortion where necessary to preserve life also permit lawful abortion to protect health, with the exception of Ireland. This uniformity suggests that the distinction between life and health protection is both formally and practically unreasonable.

20. Most member states treat health and life exceptions identically under abortion regulation. Life and health risks are phrased as indistinguishable in the legislation. Sweden, for example, permits abortion if “the pregnancy entails a serious danger to [the woman’s] life or health.” Germany permits abortion “to prevent danger to the life or danger of a serious harm to the physical or psychic health of the pregnant woman.” Thirty-nine member states also extend both life and health exceptions to the same gestational limit. Only Italy, Bulgaria, and Hungary distinguish between life and health protection in terms of gestational limitations.

21. The recognition that a distinction between risks to life and health cannot be meaningfully drawn in the clinical context is reflected in the laws of many member states that subsume risks to life under more general assessments of risks to health in abortion regulation. France, for example, permits abortion “at any time” if the continuation of pregnancy “will seriously endanger the woman’s health.” Spain permits abortion “to avert a serious risk to the physical or mental health of the pregnant woman”.

C. International and Comparative Standards Recognize that Protection of Women’s Health Encompasses Both Physical and Mental Health

International Standards

22. “Health,” as defined by the World Health Organization (WHO), is “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.” This standard is also reflected in international human rights law. Article 12.1, under the ICESCR, states parties are required to recognize "the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.”

23. This conception of health has been applied in the abortion context. In K.L. v. Peru, the HRC relied on a holistic interpretation of health, encompassing mental and psychological trauma, to find a violation of the right to be free from cruel, inhuman, and degrading treatment as a consequence of state failure to ensure access to therapeutic abortion.

Comparative Standards

24. Most Council of Europe member states encompass and give equal weight to physical and mental health under broad health protection in abortion regulation. Member states
recognize that individuals cannot be reduced to mere physical existence under systems of human rights protection. This recognition is reflected in case law under the European Convention:

Mental health must also be regarded as a crucial part of private life associated with the aspect of moral integrity. Article 8 protects a right to identity and personal development, and the right to establish and develop relationships with other human beings and the outside world. The preservation of mental stability is in that context an indispensable precondition to effective enjoyment of the right to respect for private life.34

25. At least sixteen member states expressly permit lawful abortion to protect mental health.35 A further twelve member states also permit lawful abortion for “social” or “special” reasons that relate to or impact on mental health (e.g., fetal impairment, rape, low income, homelessness, loss of husband, or already having many children).36 In member states that do not expressly permit lawful abortion to protect mental health, general health exceptions are often interpreted to encompass lawful abortion for this purpose.

V. THE STATE PURSUES THE INTEREST IN PROTECTION OF PRENATAL LIFE THROUGH DISPROPORTIONATE MEANS

26. International and comparative standards recognize that the state interest in protection of prenatal life as a legitimate interest. This interest, however, must be pursued through proportionate means that give due consideration for the human rights of pregnant women. Criminal abortion laws that are severely restrictive or impose harsh penalties on women who undergo unlawful abortion fail this standard. International and comparative standards moreover support the adoption of procedural and other measures within abortion regulation as a means to balance state interests in the protection of prenatal life and women’s human rights.

A. International and Comparative Standards Recognize that Protection of Prenatal Life is a Legitimate State Interest that Must be Pursued through Proportionate Means

International Standards

27. The principle of proportionality, that a reasonable relationship exists between the means and the objective of the law, is a basic principle of international human rights law. The means employed to pursue a legitimate objective cannot be excessively burdensome. International human rights law thus recognizes the state interest in the protection of prenatal life as a legitimate interest. This interest must be pursued, however, in a proportionate manner.

28. The principle of proportionality respecting protection of prenatal life requires due regard for the rights of women. The European Court of Human Rights’ decision in Vo v France,
reflects this principle: "...if the unborn do have a "right" to "life", it is implicitly limited by the mother’s rights and interests". 37

Comparative Standards

29. Both the legislatures and courts of Council of Europe member states recognize that the interest in prenatal life must be protected consistently with women’s human rights and fundamental freedoms. Georgia’s abortion law, for example, clearly states that its purpose is to "defend[] on one side women’s autonomy, health and life, and on the other hand, the life of the fetus."38 Constitutional courts have also affirmed that state interests in protection of prenatal life are legitimate but not absolute.29

30. Germany. The Constitutional Court of Germany has for three decades emphasized the constitutional right to pre-natal life and the state duty to protect this right.40 The Court has declared that fetuses fall within the meaning of Article 2 of the Basic Law, which guarantees that “[e]veryone has the right to life and bodily integrity,” and held that the right to life of the fetus was therefore constitutionally protected.41 The Court has nevertheless recognized that the right to pre-natal life must be weighed against the rights of pregnant woman. In 1975, the Court affirmed the authority of the legislature to permit lawful abortion where necessary to protect a woman’s right to life and health. In such cases, the Court reasoned that a woman’s “‘right to life and bodily inviolability’ [...] is at stake, the sacrifice of which cannot be expected of her for the unborn life.”42 The Court emphasized that in these cases “another interest equally worthy of protection, from the standpoint of the constitution, asserts its validity with such urgency that the state’s legal order cannot require that the pregnant woman must, under all circumstances, grant precedence to the right of the unborn.”43 In 1993, the Court recognized that the Legislature could permit lawful abortion during the first 12 weeks of pregnancy upon request provided the woman participate in counseling services and be subject to a waiting period.44 In 1995, the legislature enacted a law decriminalizes abortions during the first trimester with these procedural requirements.45

31. Italy. In 1975, the Constitutional Court of Italy held that a complete prohibition ban on abortion was unconstitutional. Women had a constitutional right to abortion where pregnancy posed a serious and medically certifiable health risk.46 While acknowledging that the fetus had a “constitutional right to protection,” the Court found that a categorical ban on abortion violated woman’s constitutionally guaranteed right to health. The Court reasoned that fetal rights cannot be absolutely prioritized over the rights of woman. Rather, these rights must be balanced: “[T]he constitutionally protected interest in the conceived one can collide with other interests that enjoy constitutional protection. Consequently, the law cannot give the first interest complete and absolute prevalence, denying the second interest an adapted protection.”47

32. Portugal. The Constitutional Court of Portugal has consistently upheld laws permitting abortions under limited circumstances. While the fetus has a constitutional right to protection, the Court recognizes this right as limited. It cannot outweigh the fundamental rights of woman to life, health and dignity. In 1984, the Portuguese General Assembly
enacted a law waiving prosecution for abortion in cases of fetal impairment, danger to life or serious and irreversible damage to physical or mental health; and (3) pregnancy resulting from rape. The Court declared and reaffirmed the new law as constitutional. The Court emphasized that: “While it is difficult to imagine that there could be another right, which when in collision with the right to life may justify sacrificing this right to life, we can picture situations where the constitutionally protected good, which is prenatal life, has to give way where it conflicts, not only with other constitutional values or goods, but above all with certain fundamental rights (specifically the rights of a woman to life, health, good name and reputation, dignity, voluntary maternity, etc.). In a subsequent case, the Court ruled that the constitution does not require the criminalization of abortion in the first ten weeks of pregnancy.

33. Slovakia. In 2007, the Constitutional Court of Slovakia declared the law permitting abortion on request in the first 12 weeks of pregnancy constitutional. The Court found that while the fetus has constitutional value and may be worthy of some state protection, granting the right to life of the fetus would be in direct contradiction to women’s constitutional rights to the health and privacy. It held that “[t]he constitutional value of unborn human life can therefore be protected only to such extent, that this protection did not cause an interference with the essence of woman’s freedom and her right to privacy and consequently did not mean entailing an obligation that is exceeding the ambit of the Constitution.”

34. Spain. In 1983, a bill liberalizing abortion in Spain was challenged as a violation of the fetus’s constitutional right to life and physical and moral integrity. The Spanish Constitutional Court found that the fetus, although not a person, is a “legal good protected by ... our constitution.” The Court reasoned, however, that “the protection [of the fetal good] is [not] absolute, because as happens in the case of all the goods and rights recognized constitutionally, in certain situations they can and should be subject to limitations ...” The Court emphasized that “[the fetus’s] rights cannot prevail unconditionally over the rights of the woman, nor can her rights take absolute primacy over the life of the “one to be born.” The Court found that an exception in abortion regulation based on a grave threat to a woman’s physical and mental health was a justifiable protection of the woman’s rights to life and physical integrity: “[T]hat the mother’s health takes precedence is not unconstitutional either, especially when taking into consideration that the requirement that she make such an important and difficult sacrifice to her health under the threat of penal sanction can be considered inadequate [to motivate such a sacrifice].”

35. The Irish Constitution reflects the comparative standard of constitutional courts across Europe, by providing that the rights of the “unborn” cannot deprive women of their equal right to life.
B. International and Comparative Standards on the Criminal Law Require Proportionate Means to Pursue the State Interest in Protection of Prenatal Life

36. International and comparative standards recognize that severely restrictive criminal laws and the imposition of harsh criminal penalties on women who undergo unlawful abortion are excessively burdensome and thus constitute a disproportionate means of pursuing the state interest in protection of prenatal life.

37. Under national law in Ireland, women and providers may be subject to “penal servitude for life.” Ireland imposes the harshest criminal penalty in abortion regulation across Europe.57 The adverse effects of the severely restrictive criminal law on women’s access to lawful abortion in Ireland are well documented.

International Standards

38. The United Nations Human Rights Treaty Monitoring Bodies consistently call on state parties to amend, when possible, legislation criminalizing abortion in order to withdraw punitive measures imposed on women who undergo abortion.58 General Recommendation No. 24 under CEDAW advises that “[w]hen possible, legislation criminalizing abortion should be amended, in order to withdraw punitive measures imposed on women who undergo abortion.”59 Article 2(g) of the Convention establishes states obligations to repeal all national penal provisions which constitute discrimination against women.60 The United Nations Human Rights Treaty Monitoring Bodies have also more broadly called on states parties to liberalize restrictive criminal regulation laws and to ensure access to lawful abortion.61

39. Criminal regulation is recognized to impede women’s access to lawful abortion and post-abortion care. Rather than restricting access to abortion, the law in effect restricts women’s access to safe abortion. This is especially true respecting severely restrictive laws, such as those that prohibit abortion or permit abortion only where necessary to preserve life. Medical providers and women are reluctant to respectively deliver or seek service and information under any circumstance, including those permitted by law, where there is a risk of prosecution and imprisonment.

40. Women who qualify for lawful abortion under life and health exceptions are forced to resort to unsafe services,62 with consequent risks to their lives and health,63 and are further deterred from seeking care for abortion-related complications.64 This effect of criminal regulation is broadly termed the “chilling effect.” The HRC described the effect in 2000 Concluding Observations respecting Argentina: “[T]he Committee is concerned that the criminalization of abortion deters medical professionals from providing this procedure without judicial order, even when they are permitted to do so by law.”65 Based on these adverse effects,66 the HRC has referred to such criminal laws as a violation of the right to life.67 CEDAW has also framed laws that criminalize, penalize and/or impose punishment for abortion as violations of the rights to life and health.68
41. State failure to positively ensure effective access to lawful abortion and post-abortion care is also interpreted as a violation of women’s rights to life and health. Article 6, the right to life, under the ICCPR is interpreted as requiring states parties to take positive measure to ensure the right life, including measures to ensure women “do not have to undergo life-threatening clandestine abortions.” In 2004 Concluding Observations, the HRC focused on the lack of accessible abortion in Poland to the extent permitted by law due to lack of information and use of conscientious objection. The HRC urged Poland to consider liberalizing its abortion legislation. In 2006 Concluding Observations, CEDAW expressed concern that abortion remained one of the leading causes of maternal mortality in Mexico, despite legalization of abortion in some contexts, and urged Mexico to implement a comprehensive strategy to provide effective access to safe abortion in situations provided for under the law.

42. The European Court of Human Rights reflected this standard in Tysiak v. Poland, by requiring the state under Article 8 to establish effective procedures to facilitate women’s exercise of their right to lawful abortion. The Court held that the:

legal prohibition on abortion, taken together with risk of incurring criminal responsibility, can well have chilling effect on doctors when deciding whether requirements of legal abortion are met in an individual case. Provisions regulating availability of lawful abortion should be formulated in such a way as to alleviate effect. Once legislature decides to allow abortion, it must not structure its legal framework in a way which would limit real possibilities to obtain it.

43. The United Nations Human Rights Treaty Monitoring Bodies have further recognized the discriminatory effects of criminal regulation on women’s access to lawful abortion on the compounded basis of sex, race, age and income. Women belonging to socio-economically advantaged groups circumvent the law by travel abroad or through private providers and hospitals more likely to grant approval. Women belonging to vulnerable and disadvantaged groups, including those unable to travel abroad, are required to access care through the public system and in practice disproportionately suffer the harms of the chilling effect. In its Concluding Observations on Argentina, the HRC expressed “concern over discriminatory aspects of the laws and policies in force, which result in disproportionate resort to illegal, unsafe abortions by poor and rural women.”

International human rights law requires that state parties ensure abortion is accessible to all women without discrimination to the extent permitted by law.

Comparative Standards

44. While most Council of Europe member states regulate abortion under criminal law, penalties for unlawful abortion are relatively moderate and the laws are liberal, permitting lawful abortion in a broad set of circumstances. No member state save Ireland imposes life imprisonment for women who undergo unlawful abortion. Rather, the laws of the majority of member states do not have criminal punishment provisions for women. Six member states moreover explicitly disclaim criminal punishment for women.
who obtain illegal abortions.\textsuperscript{79} The laws of some member states also contain specific provisions that mitigate or waive punishment of the woman based on an evaluation of her circumstances.\textsuperscript{80}

45. National courts have also recognized the chilling effect of restrictive criminal laws on women’s access to lawful abortion and post-abortion care, and the obligation of the state to ensure women’s effective access to lawful abortion. In 2004, the Court of Appeal of Northern Ireland held that the state had acted unlawfully in failing to ensure that women received satisfactory integrated health services in relation to abortion.\textsuperscript{81} The Court recognized that medical providers are not clear as to the law, and that the state failure to clarify the exceptions for lawful abortion leaves providers open to criminal prosecution. This risk results in women being denied access to abortion services to which they are legally entitled.\textsuperscript{82} The Court required that the state investigate whether guidelines on the lawfulness of abortion should be issued to mitigate the chilling effect of the criminal law.\textsuperscript{83}

C. International and Comparative Standards Support Procedural and Other Measures to Balance State Interests in the Protection of Prenatal Life and Women’s Human Rights

46. International and comparative standards support numerous state measures that both protect state interests in prenatal life and guarantee women’s human rights. International standards support prenatal life through ensuring safe pregnancies and supporting family planning and most Council of Europe member state have procedural measures in abortion regulation which balance state interest in protection of prenatal life with women’s human rights.\textsuperscript{84}

International Standards

47. CEDAW recognizes that measures to protect prenatal life must be pursued consistently with the human rights of women.\textsuperscript{85} These measures include state provision of safe motherhood services and prenatal assistance, the reduction of spontaneous miscarriages, including recurrent miscarriages,\textsuperscript{86} and welfare provisions to ease the social and economic burdens of pregnant women.\textsuperscript{87}

48. States may also enact measures to reduce the need for abortion by ensuring the appropriate family planning and contraceptive services are available and accessible.\textsuperscript{88} The United Nations Human Rights Treaty Monitoring Bodies consistently reference achieving reductions in the rate of abortion through increased access to family planning services and education.\textsuperscript{89}

Comparative Standards

49. Most Council of Europe member states have enacted procedural and other measures to balance state interest in protection of prenatal life and women’s human rights in abortion regulation.\textsuperscript{90} The following measures, while nevertheless burdening women’s access to
lawful abortion, offer a less burdensome means to pursue a state interest in the protection of prenatal life than restrictive laws or harsh criminal penalties.

50. In 2007, the Slovak Constitutional Court recounted how even where abortion is permitted on request, procedural mechanisms in the regulation of abortion can provide a measure of protection for prenatal life. The Court reasoned:

For the Act preferentially sets a mechanism (procedure), based on which an interruption of pregnancy can be performed, while such mechanism also considers the interests of the unborn human life ... the mechanism formulated mainly in Section 7 of the Act effects also against the woman’s ill-considered or premature decision on artificial interruption of pregnancy ... the woman has to request artificial interruption of pregnancy in writing. Then she undergoes a medical examination and consults a physician ... The valid regulation hence ensures that the woman’s will outweighs the protection of the unborn human life only after a due deliberation based also on relevant medical information provided in an accessible form.\(^9\)

51. Authorization or approval from qualified commissions or health professionals are common procedures among Council of Europe member states. These procedures are intended to ensure that abortion decision-making is undertaken in a serious manner, reflecting due regard for the interests of prenatal life. Approximately twenty-six member states require that a woman receive formal certification of medical need for pregnancy termination from health professionals to qualify for health based exceptions beyond a certain week of gestation.\(^2\)

52. The nature of authorizing commissions varies. They are generally composed of physicians, but may include sociologists, psychologists or lawyers. Bulgaria, for example, requires robust “special medical committees” at each institution that performs abortions comprising the head of the institution’s obstetric department, an obstetrician, a doctor specializing in the abortion-indicating illness, and a secretary, among others.\(^3\) Some countries have dedicated commissions on the national level, such as Serbia’s Commission for the Termination of Pregnancy in Serbia\(^4\) and Sweden’s National Board of Health and Welfare.\(^5\) Other countries assemble \textit{ad hoc} committees on a case-by-case basis, such as France, where the woman is allowed to choose one member of the three-person panel to reviews her petition.\(^6\)

53. The United Kingdom requires only that two registered medical practitioners agree and certify in good faith that abortion is indicated for health reasons.\(^7\) In countries that permit individual providers to perform lawful abortion without further approval, states have issued regulations or guidelines to instruct providers on the circumstances warranting lawful termination, thereby ensuring that abortions are performed in accordance with the law.\(^8\) Almost all member states also require written records detailing the circumstances warranting the abortion except in cases of life-threatening emergencies (in which case the record is created after the procedure).\(^9\)
VI. CONCLUSION

54. The national law in Ireland is inconsistent with international and comparative legal standards, in particular, the laws of Council of Europe member states, on abortion regulation. These standards recognize that:

- the human rights of women require abortion be lawful where necessary to protect women's physical and mental health;
- the state interest in protection of prenatal life must be pursued through proportionate means that give due consideration to the human rights of women. Laws that are severely restrictive or impose harsh penalties fail this standard; and
- procedural and other measures are employed to balance state interests in the protection of prenatal life and women's human rights.

The degree of conformity among member states in relation to these issues does not support according Ireland a margin of appreciation.

2Id, Art. 31(3).
3In the "Other Treaties" case, the Inter-American Court perceived in the American Convention "[a] certain tendency to integrate the regional and universal systems for the protection of human rights." "Other Treaties" Subject to the Consultative Jurisdiction of the Court (Art. 64 of the American Convention on Human Rights) (1982), Advisory Opinion OC-1/82, Inter-Am. Ct. H.R. (Ser. A) No. 1. at para. 41.
4Handyside v. the United Kingdom, 7 December 1976, § 48, Series A no. 24.
5Sunday Times v. the United Kingdom (no. 1), 26 April 1979, pages 36-37, Series A no. 30.


12 Id. Only Andorra, Malta, Monaco, and San Marino maintain absolute prohibitions on abortion, without express exceptions for risk to the woman's health or life. Though Ireland's Supreme Court has created an explicit exception to the country's abortion prohibition if the pregnant woman's life is endangered, Ireland's law lacks any explicit exception to preserve the pregnant woman's health. See Offenses against the Person Act § 58 (1861) (banning abortion outright) (England & Ireland); Eighth Amendment of the Constitution Act, 1983, 1983 Acts of the Oireachtas, 7 Oct 1983 (Ireland) (amending Ir. Const., art. 40, sec. 3) (guaranteeing Irish law will "respect . . . , defend, and vindicate" the "right to life of the unborn"); Attorney General v. X, [1992] I.L.R.M. 401 (5 March 1992) (Ireland) (finding judicial exception to abortion ban in case of "real and substantial risk to the life of the mother"). Thirty-nine out of a total 47 member states allow abortions without restriction or for broad socioeconomic reasons. See CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS, THE WORLD'S ABORTION LAWS (2007), supra note 11.
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